The recent Commonwealth Broadcasting
Association conference in the Bahamas
explored fundamental issues about the
power of TV in 'Empowering the People',
the role of PSB, the push-pull of technology, the status of a PSB broadcaster visa-vis government, and the claim on PSB
funding from rival suppliers. In this issue,
Intermedia uses parts of presentations
from (right) Naomi Climer of Sony, Dali
Mpofu (below) of the South African Broadcasting Corporation, and other conference
and IIC contributors, to explore the drivers
of change in TV.
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IPTV: old ambitions, new realities
By Annelise Berendt

T

elecom operators have long held ambi-

(see Figure 1). This represents only a tiny frac-

tions to take a central role in the provision

tion of the 1.2 billion-plus TV households in

of television services and have been working

the world, and IPTV will clearly remain a small

on the IPTV technology to enable such serv-

proportion of the overall TV market, at least in

ices for over a decade. Indeed, this magazine

the medium term, in comparison to other plat-

covered several of those early trials, in Hong

forms, namely cable, satellite and terrestrial.

Kong, the UK and US, as operators struggled
with the technology itself and the secondary

It is true that pay-TV ARPU is far greater in

consideration of how to make such services

many countries than ARPU for traditional

commercially viable.

telecom services. But forecasts for IPTV reve-

Ten years on and much has changed to enable

wide revenues for telcos from IPTV and video

IPTV services, including the mass market take-

on-demand services will be in the region of $29

nues are not huge. Ovum estimates that world-

up of broadband access in many countries,

billion by 2011 (see Figure 2) - bear in mind

the development of robust IPTV platforms and

that UK pay-TV satellite operator Sky reported

middleware, and the rise of the Internet which

retail subscription revenues for the half-year

is helping to change consumer expectations

ending 31 December 2007 of around £1.85

regarding the range and timing of the content

billion or around $3.63 billion. Add to these fig-

to which they have access.

ures the business case for IPTV services, and
the picture becomes even less rosy.

Lack of proven business models, however,
continues to be a headache for operators, as

According to some analysts and operators, a

competition increases and the goal posts shift

network operator will not even begin to make a

in terms of what must be included in an IPTV

return on its investment until at least the fourth

offering. With the majority of tier one and many

or fifth year of operation. Content acquisition

tier two operators now providing, or at least

and packaging and marketing TV services are

seriously thinking of providing, IPTV offerings,

expensive functions. Indeed, Italy's Fastweb,

the reality of how to actually deploy profitable

one of the first players to enter the sector,

services is now the prime consideration.

appears to be the only operator so far actually
making a profit on its IPTV offering.

Driven by a defensive strategy
Unlike the days of those early telco TV trials,
At first glance, introducing IPTV services

however, profit is not the central motivation for

makes little sense for most operators. Accord-

operators; this time around IPTV development

ing to analyst and consulting firm Ovum, at the

has been driven by defensive strategies. Tradi-

end of 2007 there were nearly 9.3 million IPTV

tional telco margins are under pressure. Fixed

subscribers worldwide; a number forecast to

telephony revenues in developed cou ntries

rise to around 55 million by the end of 2011
4
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NOTE: IPTV services refer to closed,

delivered to a set-top box. It is distinct

proprietary TV and video services, pro-

from what is commonly referred to as

vided by telecom operators and ISPs

Internet TV or over-the-top services,

(and potentially others), to end-users

delivered via the public Internet, usually

over managed IP networks, generally

to a PC.

have been in decline for some time, mainly due

Approaches to IPTV rollout, so far

to competition from both resellers and mobile
operators. And in the developed world consumer broadband access markets are saturating, slowing subscriber growth, increasing customer churn and putting ARPU under pressure.

Hence IPTV, despite being dwarfed as a TV
platform globally, is nevertheless becoming a significant force in certain countries.

In

France, for instance, IPTV subscribers are
now estimated to stand at close to two mil-

Operators have faced triple play offerings from
cable operators for some time. But players
from 'left field' have also been steadily adding communications

services to their offer-

ings, including Internet giants such as AOL
and Yahoo!, and more recently traditional TV
broadcasters such as Sky. TV is a far "stickier"
proposition than most telecom services, and
we are already seeing consumers in some
markets choosing their entertainment provider
for their communications

requirements as well.

lion, with France Telecom reportedly having
over 1.2 million subscribers at the end of 2007
for its Orange TV service, 90% of whom are
in France. Indeed, players such as France
Telecom, Iliad and Neuf Cegetel have built up
both reputation and track record as providers
of television services. This is also the case
with Hong Kong's PC;Cw. The operator's Now
TV service with around 850,000 customers is
competing neck and neck with local cable-TV
operator i-Cable.

In order to simply survive in the retail communications sector, operators now have no choice
but to provide some form of IPTV and multimedia services, even if those services do not

In most countries where IPTV services have
been present for at least a couple of years,
deployment has followed a certain pattern:

make up for the shortfall in their other revenue
streams.

1.

The launch phase, which is all about
building awareness and overcoming
the fact that the concept of receiving
services from a telecoms operator
is completely alien for consumers marketing is low key, and TV services
are promoted as part of a triple play
package along with fixed telephony
and broadband access to existing
customers.

2.

The next phase usually sees a full
scale national advertising campaign,
designed to build on a telco's initial
reputation in the TV space, widening

That said, IPTV does offer a basis on which
telcos can develop revenue streams over and
above standard pay-TV packages, and with
it the opportunity to take a larger share of
the consumer wallet. These include targeted
advertising, gaming, interactive and managed
services. Looking ahead, IPTV also allows
operators to drive value from new investments,
next-generation networks in particular, and
to take a stake in the connected home of the
future, which will have the TV set at its centre.
www.iicom.org
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Figure 1
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service take-up beyond the early
adopters.
The third phase, once an operator
has established itself as a player in
the market, is aimed at raising ARPU
among those customers already
signed up, often by adding VoD
services, and to build differentiation in
order to attract new customers.

Operators have usually chosen to act as red istributors of existing broadcast services, essentially providing a 'me-too' TV offering, and
leveraging the brand names of players already
established in the broadcasting world. France
Telecom, for instance, acted as are-distribution
platform for what were at the time France's two
satellite broadcasters, Canal Plus and TPS,
reselling these broadcasters' packages through
its Maligne service (now known as Orange
TV), particularly to areas where satellite reception was restricted.
Triple play marketing has also played a key
role in getting services to market. Operators
have used bundled offerings to introduce their
TV products, using their addition as a way of
adding value for existing broadband custom6
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2010

2011

ers. Iliad in France, for instance, opted to
include TV services in its broadband consumer
offering free of charge to all its customers.
Such packages also match the cable competition in many markets, and help retain fixed-line
telephony customers. This was Telefonica's
strategy in Spain, initially with is Duo offer
(combining fixed-line and broadband services)
and then with its Trio bundle which added its
Imagino IPTV service into the mix.
Mature market exceptions
In mature pay-TV markets. however, where
much depends on an operator enticing customers away from existing providers. there have
been notable exceptions in approach. In these
markets IPTV operators must provide differentiation, rather than simply a 'me-too' product,
right from the start in order to even get a foothold in the sector. In the UK, for instance, 8T
Vision launched its offering targeting the middle
ground between existing pay-TV subscribers
and Freeview (the UK's digital terrestrial platform) viewers, believing these consumers want
more choice and control over their television
www.iicom.org
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Figure 2
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viewing but are averse to paying a compulsory

channels), user-generated content initiatives

monthly subscription,

through to developing multi-access offerings.
Most important in the short-term, however,

A few operators have taken this differentiation

are building the advertising revenue stream,

further by buying exclusive premium content

refining on-demand services, and embracing

and using that content as the centrepiece on

content on the Internet as opposed to ignoring

which to build their offering. Belgacom, for

the medium.

example, faced with strong competition from
the Belgian cable sector, opted to purchase

Building the advertising revenue stream

and promote exclusive content in the form of
the Jupiler football league, so that it could enter

Building advertising revenues into their opera-

the TV sector all guns blazing. While a high

tions is a key priority for IPTV operators. For

risk strategy because of the cost of the content

traditional pay-TV providers the general split

involved, if successful this approach can place

between subscription and advertising revenues

a telco as a leading contender in the TV market

is around 50/50. In practice, however, it is

relatively quickly.

extremely difficult for telcos to break into the

Next steps for IPTV providers

the case in Europe where operators tend not to

advertising supply chain. This is particularly
own advertising slots and therefore have nothOperators are now focusing on a number of

ing to readily sell to an advertiser.

areas in order to take their TV businesses
forward. These range from investigating t-com-

The US is rather different - teleos, as is the

merce applications (t-commerce being e-com-

case with other MSOs, have the right to "local

merce or online shopping using the digital TV

avails", enabling them to sell up to two min-

set, as opposed to traditional home shopping

utes worth of advertising in anyone hour of

www.iicom.org
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programming. Nevertheless, lack of audience

business model development in very early

scale, track record and industry relationships

stages.

still makes entry tough.
A number of business models are being tested.
Last year was a period of initial experimenta-

The rental approach is the most established

tion, including that by players such as AT&T

- when a fee is charged to view/playa

with its ambitious three-screen advertising

usually within a 24-hour timeframe. This is

strategy in which it offers advertising inventory

being supplemented by a subscription model

over TV, PC and mobile platforms. In the UK,

- where a consumer pays a monthly fee to

Inuk Networks, a supplier of triple-play services

have unlimited access to a library of titles. This

to consumers, service providers and network

is the approach that BT Vision, for example, is

operators, has been piloting the dynamic inser-

promoting. Download-to-own - the actual pur-

tion of tailored advertisements over Freewire

chase of videos by a consumer fulfilled digitally

TV- Inuk's IPTV service aimed at the country's

on a title by title basis - is a further approach

student population.

being tested by some, including BT and Tiscali

title,

in the UK, initially using their Internet platforms.
8T Vision is also exploring advertising opportunities, and has been conducting a three-month

But it is advertising and sponsorship, when

trial of an advertising-funded

content is provided to consumers free of

film rental service

through its Internet-based BT Vision Down-

charge, which is expected by many operators

load Store. It hopes to be able to draw on this

and analysts to take the leading role in the pro-

knowledge when building advertising packages

vision of VoD services. Because it will be pos-

for its BT Vision IPTV platform which is expects

sible to target consumers based on consumer

to establish within the next 12-18 months.

profile, time of day and the content being

However, all the expectations are that it will be

requested, most operators are also pinning

late 2008 and even 2009 before telcos really

their hopes on this approach as a real means

begin full deployment of advertising packages,

by which to establish themselves within the TV

with most immediate potential coming from

advertising supply chain.

on-demand advertising over which they have
more control.
Building

on-demand

Meeting Internet TV head on
services

Even a year ago if you asked a telco (and
indeed many a broadcaster), whether they felt

8

Video on-demand (VoD) offerings are regarded

at all threatened by content developments on

as key to raising the ARPU of existing custom-

the Internet, the answer was usually a fairly

ers. Previously a differentiator for those play-

dismissive "no". This has changed and we are

ers that provided such services, VoD is fast

now seeing operators look at Internet TV and

becoming a 'must have' in most markets for

video both as a threat to their own TV service

IPTV operators, as rival offerings proliferate

plans, and as an opportunity. This is good

on multiple platforms including cable, satellite

news given that the Internet has something of

and the Internet. In the words of one Fastweb

a history in developing the services that telcos

executive, •VoD consideration is shifting from

had themselves planned to deliver - for exam-

killer application to necessary evil". However,

ple, online back-up, photo sharing, online gam-

the medium is highly immature as a revenue

ing and even social networking - and distribut-

generator, with both consumer take-up and

ing them more quickly, widely and freely.
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While an embryonic platform for video and TV

heritage in order to develop new services and

services facing many of the same business

approaches. But will telecom operators ever

model issues that IPTV faces, plus some spe-

succeed in becoming the consumer's preferred

cific issues of its own in terms of quality and

provider of entertainment services?

security, Internet TV will have a place in the
TV landscape with some consumer segments

One of the greatest challenges for operators

eventually using the medium for much of their

in deploying IPTV and indeed other content

content viewing. The sector already has big

services continues to be the fact that they

brand players such as Google and YouTube,

find themselves in a completely alien environ-

and the fact that strong brands from the broad-

ment - the content world - in which they lack

casting world (CNN, BBC etc) and formidable

credibility, branding, understanding and know

consumer brands (Apple TV, Microsoft's Xbox)

how. Some have made significant headway in

have entered the sector, will only give the plat-

changing this. Many have imported staff from

form greater prominence.

the content world itself; others are using specialist third party content aggregators to nego-

While IPTV services are essentially closed,

tiate and package content for them. Players

proprietary networks offering walled garden

including France Telecom and Croatia Telekom

services, it will become increasingly difficult

have gone further, actually investing in content

for operators to exclude the world of the

production itself, albeit on a relatively small

open Internet, both in terms of functionality,

scale, and therefore taking a greater share of

for example search and browse abilities, and

the content delivery value chain.

the brands that are active there. It is likely
operators will increasingly seek partnerships

These initiatives are in their early days, how-

with Internet TV brands. This is already hap-

ever, and to date are the exceptions rather

pening in some cases. Verizon FiOS in the

than the rule. It is likely that many tel cos will

US for instance, has teamed up with Sivoo, a

not succeed in turning themselves into full

provider of foreign-language

blown entertainment companies, especially

programming on

the Internet, in order to develop new VoD serv-

where local market conditions mean that they

ices, and in the UK BT has a partnership with

face strong existing pay-TV competition. In

PodShow, a user-generated content site that

accepting the new realities of delivering profit-

has been operating in the US for some time.

able TV services, many operators will instead

The idea is that content and formats from the

choose to work with and support their content-

BT PodS how website can be transferred and

focused partners in order to offer retail serv-

leveraged in some way on the IPTV platform,

ices, and to look at the opportunities in provid-

perhaps in terms of a "best of' approach.

ing infrastructure and solutions to third party
retail TV providers on a wholesale basis.

From telco to entertainment provider
Undeniably telecom operators have come
on leaps and bounds from those early trials
of telco TV. In order to take IPTV to the next
phase, they will increasingly need to adopt
an entertainment provider mindset and combine this thinking with their communications
www.iicom.org
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